Introducing the Conference Site

Introducing Tokyo, JAPAN

About Japan
Japan is made up of four main islands located off the east coast of Asia. The climate consists of four distinct seasons. It has a beautiful, rugged landscape dominated by mountains, including the majestic Mount Fuji, Japan’s highest mountain. Thus, sensitivity to form and balance in nature play an important role in Japanese aesthetics. Japan is also a country of vast contrasts. Ancient cultural traditions coexist alongside world-renowned technological excellence. These elements make Japan a fascinating place for visitors.

About Tokyo
Tokyo is the largest industrial and cultural center in Japan, yet it is considered to be one of the safest cities in the world. The Imperial Palace, home of the emperor of Japan, is located in the middle of the city. Historical districts and exquisite gardens contrast with modern business and shopping districts. There is also a rich cultural life, which embraces traditional festivals and museums.

JAPANTOURIST ORGANIZATION : http://www.jto.go.jp/

Venue
Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo
Address: 2-2-1 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-8330, Japan
Tel +81-3-3344-0111  Fax +81-3-3315-8269
Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo : http://www.keioplace.com/

Access
Tokyo is easily accessible from any place of Japan and around the world. The conference venue is located in the middle of the city and about 85 minutes from Narita Airport by express train or airport limousine bus. Haneda Airport for domestic lines is located about 50 minutes by airport bus.
WELCOME TO TOKYO

Dear colleagues,

The 7th International Medicinal Chemistry Symposium has been a joyful and intellectually positive experience by means of the topics explored, the scientific quality of speakers and participants. We all of us thank the organizing committee for that. To date six previous symposia took successfully place in Tokyo (1995), Seoul (1997), Beijin (1999), Brisbane (2002), Kyoto (2003), and Istanbul (2007) with this year’s being held in Cairns.

On behalf of the organizing committee for the next symposium it is a great honor for us to cordially invite you to the AIMECS 11 for the 8th International Medicinal Chemistry Symposium organized by the Asian Federation of Medicinal Chemistry (AFMC) to be held in Tokyo, Japan from November 29 to December 2, 2011. In this day and age, needless to say that “Drug Discovery and Development” are extremely important and challenging themes, and in days to come their solution will bring tremendous practical benefits to humanity. Furthermore, scope of Medicinal Chemistry has undergone noteworthy scientifically intriguing expansion until recent years; the development of antibody drugs is a representative example. We all wish to see you in Tokyo for the AIMECS 11 entitled “Frontier of Medicinal Science”.

The symposium will be held at Keio Plaza Hotel in Tokyo, this luxurious hotel is located in the modern area of the west part of the heart of Tokyo metropolis. Only minutes away from the most popular shopping and entertainment spots, the building provides a stunning views over the center of Tokyo; in addition our city facilities will give you the opportunity to access more typical and historical sights.

We look forward to welcoming you to Tokyo during the sweet Japanese autumn; we therefore make an appointment for November 2011 for the AIMECS 11.

Organizing Committee
8th AFMC International Medicinal Chemistry Symposium.

Symposium Information
- Date: November 29 (Tue) - December 2 (Fri), 2011
- Venue: Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo, Japan
- Organized by: Asian Federation for Medicinal Chemistry (AFMC)
- Managed by: The Pharmaceutical Society of Japan, Division of Medicinal Chemistry (PSJ DMC)

AIMECS 11 Website
http://www.aimecs11.org/
The call for papers, registration and hotel accommodation will be announced on the website. Please keep checking the website for any further up-to-date information.

Contact:
Secretariat of AIMECS 11
c/o ICS Convention Design, Inc.
Chiyoda Bldg. 1-5-18, Sarugaku-cho,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-8449, Japan
Phone: +81-3-3219-3541
Fax: +81-3-3219-9326
E-mail: aimecs11@ics-inc.co.jp
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